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“What is design? It's where you stand with a foot in 
two worlds - the world of technology and the world of 
people and human purposes - and you try to bring the 
two together.”
—Mitch Kapor





Ineffability
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Affect, Behaviour, Cognition



Affect



Affect

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBJ7mBxi8LM



Emotional response

http://www.flickr.com/photos/photographybycalvincropley/3848906444/









http://www.southparkstudios.co.uk/clips/sp_vid_151766/



http://www.flickr.com/photos/ryanmayberry/3446013892/

Ratios
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/patrickwilken/399934129/



Rhythm

♫ The Dismemberment Plan – Gyroscope



Patterns

http://www.flickr.com/photos/fensterbme/99108769/







“Music is the pleasurable overflow of information.”
—Jonah Lehrer



“Beauty is due more to harmonious relationships 
among the elements of a composition than to the 
elements themselves… It’s the dialogue of the pieces, 
not the pieces themselves, that creates aesthetic 
success.”
—Matthew Frederick



Elements in dialogue



http://www.flickr.com/photos/jellybean/3543902360/

Figure & ground
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♫ Shellac – Mama Gina

Emergence



Invariance



Texture





“A subtle urge to synchronize is pervasive in nature 
indeed.”
—Albert-László Barabási

http://www.nd.edu/~alb/
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“For the human mind, such states of doubt and 
confusion are abhorrent. When confronted with them, 
the mind attempts to resolve them into clarity and 
certainty.”
—Leonard Meyer





Innovation

http://www.flickr.com/photos/rooreynolds/145007487/



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shepard_tone





The Rite of Spring
Part I (Adoration of the Earth): I. Introduction
London Symphony Orchestra
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The Rite of Spring
Part I (Adoration of the Earth): II. The Augurs Of Spring
London Symphony Orchestra
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“We could hear nothing, as a matter of fact I never did 
hear any of the music of the Sacre du Printemps 
because it was the only time I ever saw it and one could 
literally not, throughout the whole performance, hear 
the sound of music.”
—Gertrude Stein



“The music of Le Sacre du Printemps baffles verbal 
description. To say that much of it is hideous as sound 
is a mild description… it has no relation to music at all 
as most of us understand the word.” 
—Musical Times (August 1, 1913)
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“…it’s also got the best dissonances anyone ever 
thought up, and the best asymmetries and 
polytonalities and polyrhythms and whatever else you 
care to name.”
— Leonard Bernstein

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_Bernstein
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gZbMOq_Ge8



http://www.flickr.com/photos/olivander/999389454/

Fashion & culture



http://www.flickr.com/photos/mar00ned/221764181/ ♫ Melamid, Komar – The Most Wanted Song, The Most Unwanted Song



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKH3iemEd-A



Thank you.
We’ve been @cennydd and @boxman. We work for clearleft.com. 

This presentation is released under a Creative Commons licence (BY-NC-SA 2.0).
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